The Permanent Mission of Bosnia and Herzegovina to the United Nations at Geneva presents its compliments to the United Nations Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights, Secretariat of the Committee on the Rights of the Child, and has the honour to inform that the Delegation of Bosnia and Herzegovina designated to represent Bosnia and Herzegovina at the 61st session of the Committee for consideration of its Combined second, third and forth periodic reports, on Wednesday 19 September 2012, will be as follows:

1. Mrs. Saliha DUDERIJA, Assistant Minister of Human Rights and Refugees of Bosnia and Herzegovina, Chief of Delegation;
2. H.E. Dr. Miloš PRICA, Ambassador and Permanent Representative of Bosnia and Herzegovina to the UN at Geneva;
3. Mr. Ivica ZADRO, Chief of the cabinet of the Minister for Human Rights and Refugees;
4. Mrs. Minka SMAJEVIĆ, Chief of the Department for the protection of human rights at the Ministry for Human rights and Refugees;
5. Mrs. Milena JURIĆ, Department for Reporting - Ministry for Human rights and Refugees;
6. Mr. Ljubo LEPIR, Assistant Minister for Health and Social Wellfare of the Republic of Srpska;
7. Mrs. Marina BERA, Assistant Minister of Health of the Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina.
8. Mrs. Ljubica PERIĆ, Counsellor – Permanent Mission of Bosnia and Herzegovina to the United Nations at Geneva,
9. Ms. Amela KURTOVIĆ, interpreter,
10. Ms. Roksanda MIĆIĆ, interpreter.

The Permanent Mission of Bosnia and Herzegovina requests the issuance of the appropriate badges for the Delegation members.

The Permanent Mission of Bosnia and Herzegovina to the United Nations at Geneva avails itself of this opportunity to renew to the United Nations Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights, Secretariat of the Committee on Migrant Workers, the assurances of its highest consideration.

Geneva, 6 September 2012
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